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Luisa and the Kingdom of the Divine Will – Part IV 

V23 – 10.23.27 - “My little daughter, this little girl is the Image of your soul – timid in receiving 

the Light and the Knowledges of My Divine Will.  But I will drown you with So Much Light that 

you may lose what remains of the timidity of the human will; because in Mine there aren’t these 

weaknesses, but Courage and Strength, Divine, Insurmountable and Invincible.  In order to Form 

the Kingdom of My Fiat in the soul, I Lay all the Knowledges About It within her as the 

Foundation, and then I take Possession, Laying My Very Life within her in order to have My 

True Kingdom. 

See how Great is the difference between the Kingdom of the kings of the earth and My 

Kingdom.  Kings do not Place their own lives at the disposal of each individual, nor do they 

Enclose it in them; nor do they Enclose the Life of the peoples within themselves, and therefore 

their Reigning is subject to ending, because it is not Life that runs between one and the other, but 

Laws and imposition, and where there is no Life, there is no Love nor True Reigning.  On the 

other hand, the Kingdom of My Divine Will is Kingdom of Life – the Life of the Creator 

Enclosed in the creature, and that of the creature Transfused and Identified with the Creator.  

Therefore, the Kingdom of My Divine Will is of unreachable height and Nobility; the soul is 

Constituted queen – and do you Know what she is made Queen of?  Queen of Sanctity, Queen of 

Love, Queen of Beauty, of Light, of Goodness, of Grace – in sum, Queen of the Divine Life and 

of all Its Qualities.  What a Noble Kingdom and Full of Life is this Kingdom of My Will.  Now, 

see then, the Great Necessity of the Knowledges About It:  they are not only the Fundamental 

Part, but the Nourishment, the Regime, the Order, the Laws, the Beautiful Music, the Joys, the 

Happiness of My Kingdom.  Each Knowledge Possesses a Distinct Happiness; they are like 

Many Divine Keys that shall Form the Beautiful Harmony in It.  This is why I AM Abounding 

So Much in telling you So Many Knowledges About My Divine Fiat, and I require of you Greatest 

Attention in Manifesting them – because they are the Base, and are like a Formidable Army, that 

shall keep the Defense and shall Act as Sentries so that My Kingdom may be the Most Beautiful, 

the Holiest One, and the Perfect Echo of My Celestial Fatherland.” 
 

V23 – 10.30.27 – Luisa speaking:  “How can the creatures ever Dispose themselves, and Merit 

Receiving a Kingdom So Great? 

 “My little daughter, You Must Know that Our Love Gushed out in Creation, and 

Overflowing outside of Ourselves - without anyone having Merited Such a Great Good, not even 

with a single Word – Our Highest Goodness and Liberality with no limits Created the Whole 

Machine of the Universe with Such Great Magnificence, Order and Harmony, for Love of the 

one who did not yet exist.  After this, Our Love Gushed out More Strongly, and We Created the 

one for whom all things had been Created.  And since, in Operating, We Operate Always with 

Unreachable Magnanimity, and while We are not depleted, We Give Everything, so that nothing 

of Magnanimity, of Greatness and of All Goods may be lacking to Our Work - in Creating man, 

with no Merit at all on his part, as Dowry, Foundation and Substance of All Goods, Joys and 

Happinesses, We Gave him Our Will as his Kingdom, so that he might lack nothing, having a 

Divine Will at his Disposal and, with It, Our Supreme Being. 

What Honor would Ours have been if the Work of Creation had been poor, meager in Light, 

without the Multiplicity of So Many Created things, without order and without Harmony, and 

Our Dear Jewel, Our Dear son, that is man, without the Fullness of the Goods of the One Who 
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had Created him?  It would not have been Honor for the One Who Possesses Everything and Can 

Do Everything, to do an incomplete work.  More So since, in Gushing Out So Very Strongly, as 

More than Mighty Waves, Our Love Wanted to Give - to Show Off As Much As It could, to the 

Point of Filling Our Beloved Jewel with All Possible and Imaginable Goods, and Forming Seas 

around him, Placed in him by His Creator, that would Overflow from him himself.  And if man 

lost this, it is he who rejected, of his own will, the Kingdom of My Will, his Dowry and the 

Substance of his Happiness.   

Now, as in Creation, My Love is Gushing Out Strongly, and it is Decided that the Kingdom 

of My Will Wants Its Life in the midst of creatures.  Therefore, Showing Off with all 

Magnificence, without looking at their Merits, with Insuperable Magnanimity It Wants to Give 

its Kingdom Again.  Only, It Wants creatures to Know this, and to Know Its Goods, so that, by 

Knowing Them, they might Long for and Want the Kingdom of Sanctity, of Light and of 

Happiness.  And just as one will rejected It, so may another one Call It, Long for It, Press It to 

Come to Reign in the midst of creatures.  Here is, then, the Necessity of the Knowledges About 

It:  if a Good is not Known, it is neither Wanted nor Loved.  Therefore, the Knowledges shall be 

the Messengers, the Heralds, that shall Announce My Kingdom.  My Knowledges About My 

Fiat shall take the Attitude now of Suns, now of Thunders, now of Bolts of Light, now of Mighty 

Winds, that shall Call the Attention of the learned and of the ignorant, of the Good and also of 

the evil, falling into their hearts like Lightnings, and Knocking them down with Irresistible 

Strength, to Make them Rise Again in the Good of the Knowledges Acquired.  They shall Form 

the True Renewal of the world; they shall Assume all Attitudes in order to Attract and Win the 

creatures, taking the Attitude now of Peacemakers, who want the Kiss of the creatures to Give 

them their own, so as to forget about all the past and remember only to Love each other and make 

each other Happy; now of Warriors, Sure of their Victory, to Render Sure the Conquest they want 

to make of those who come to Know them; now of Incessant Prayers, that shall cease to Supplicate 

only when creatures, Conquered by the Knowledges of My Divine Will, shall say:  ‘You have 

Won – we are now Prey to Your Kingdom’; now of King, Dominating and Inspiring Love, Such 

that they shall lower their foreheads to let themselves be Dominated.  What shall My Will not 

do?” 

 … Then, with a More Tender Emphasis, He added:  “Oh! My Will, How Lovable, 

Admirable, Powerful You Are!  Your Beauty Enamors the Heavens and Maintains the 

Enchantment that Enraptures the Whole Celestial Court, in Such a Way that they are Happy not 

to be able to remove their gazes from You.  O please! with Your Enchanting Beauty that 

Enraptures Everything, Enrapture the earth; and with Your Sweet Enchantment, Enchant all 

creatures, so that One may be the will of all, One the Sanctity, One the Life, One Your Kingdom, 

One Your Fiat on earth as It is in Heaven.” 
 

V23 – 11.6.27 - I was Following the Divine Volition, accompanying all the Acts that my Sweet 

Jesus had Done while being on earth.  He made them Present to me, and I Invested them with my 

‘I Love You’, and asked Him, with His Very Acts, for the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat; and I 

Prayed Him to Apply to my soul Everything He had done in the Kingdom of Redemption, to 

Give me the Grace to Live Always in His Divine Volition.  And my Sweet Jesus, Moving in my 

interior, told me:  “My daughter, one who Lives in My Divine Will does not Descend from her 

Origin; and since Everything was Created for those who would Live in It, all the Goods of 
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Creation are hers, that are More Extensive than the Goods of Redemption.  In fact, to one who 

Maintains herself in the State of Origin by Living in the Supreme Fiat, is Due the State of Queen, 

and, as Queen, it Befits her to Possess.  More So, since she is a Queen Who Lives in the Royal 

Palace of Our Will, and therefore it Befits her to Possess Kingdom, Suns, Heavens, Seas, and 

that the King Himself Live Life Together with her, Making His Queen Happy, as she makes her 

King Happy.  This is why the Goods of Creation were to be More Extensive; otherwise, how 

could hers be the State of Queen, if she did not have Dominion, and Kingdom to Dominate?  On 

the other hand, by not Living in Our Divine Will, the soul Descends from her Origin, she 

disennobles herself and Places herself in the state of servant, therefore no Kingdom or Empires 

Befit her.  More So since, in Redemption, I Came Upon earth in order to Resurrect man from the 

state of death, to Heal him, to Give him all Possible Remedies, to make him Return to the First 

State of his Origin, Knowing that if he Returned into Our Will, from which he came, he would 

already be Prepared to be Maintained in the Royal State of Dominant.” 

…Then, Continuing to Follow the Acts of my Beloved Jesus, I stopped when He Received the 

Cross, and Embracing it with all the Tenderness of His Love, He Place it on His Shoulders to 

Carry it to Calvary.  And Jesus added:  “My daughter, the Cross Matured the Kingdom of 

Redemption, it Completed It, and Placed Itself as the Custodian of all the Redeemed ones, in Such 

a Way that if one lets herself be kept by the Cross, she Receives within herself the Effects that a 

Mature Fruit Contains, that Contains Taste, Sweetness and Vital Humor, and makes her feel all 

the Good of Redemption, in Such a Way that she Matures Together with the Fruit of the Cross, 

and Disposes herself to Return into the Kingdom of My Will.  In fact, Who has Disposed you to 

Live in It?  Has it perhaps not been the Cross of So Many years that Matured you like a Beautiful 

Fruit, took away from you all the bitter tastes that the earth Contains, all the attachments of 

creatures, and Converted them for you into Divine Sweetnesses, Placing Itself as Guard, so that 

nothing might Enter into you that would not be Holy, that would not Give of Heaven?  The Cross, 

Making all the Vital Humors Flow within you, has done nothing other than Form your Jesus in 

you; and your Jesus, finding you Mature, Formed the Kingdom of His Divine Will in the depth 

of your soul.  And taking the Attitude of Teacher, with all Love, I Spoke to you About It, and still 

do; I have Taught you Its Ways, the Life you Must Conduct in It, the Prodigies, the Power and 

the Beauty of My Kingdom.” 
 

V23 – 11.23.27 - Having Followed my Round in the Divine Fiat, I was Gathering all Created 

things, in which all the Acts of the Divine Fiat are Present, Dominating; and I, Gathering 

Everything together – the heavens, the sun, the sea and all Creation – brought Everything together 

before the Supreme Majesty, to Surround It with all of Its Works, and have the Acts of Its Very 

Will Ask for the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat upon earth.  But while I was doing this, my Lovable 

Jesus Moved in my interior, and told me:  “My daughter, hear how all of Heaven Echoes your 

Petition, and the Angels, the Saints, the Sovereign Queen repeat among Themselves:  ‘Fiat! Fiat! 

Voluntas Tua, on earth as It is in Heaven’.  Because it is Petition of Heaven – it is the Kingdom 

that Interests everyone - they all feel the Duty to ask for what you want; they feel within 

themselves the Same Strength of the Power of My Same Divine Will by which all of them are 

Animated.  And they repeat:  ‘May the Will of Heaven be One with the earth.’  Oh! How Beautiful 

it is - How Harmoniously it Resounds when an Echo from the earth Invests all of Heaven and 

Forms One Single Echo, One Single Will, One Single Petition.  And all the Blessed say among 
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themselves, taken by Admiration:  ‘Who is she who is Carrying the Whole Cortege of the Divine 

Works before the Divinity, and with the Power of the Divine Fiat that she Possesses, she 

Overwhelms us all, and makes us ask for a Kingdom So Holy?  No one has had this Power, no 

one until now has asked for the Kingdom of the Fiat with Such Power and Empire.  At the Most, 

some have asked for the Glory of God, some for the Salvation of souls, some for the Reparation 

of Many offenses – all things that refer to the External Works of God.  But asking for the 

Kingdom of the Divine Will is About His Internal Works, the Most Intimate Acts of God, and 

the destruction of sin.  It is not just Salvation, but Divine Sanctity in the creatures; it is Liberation 

from all evils, Spiritual and corporal; it is Transporting the earth to Heaven so as to Make Heaven 

Descend upon earth.’  Therefore, asking for the Kingdom of My Divine Will is the Greatest, the 

Most Perfect, the Holiest thing; and this is why, Reverently, all answer your Echo, and in the 

Celestial Fatherland Resounds the Beautiful Harmony:  ‘Fiat Voluntas Tua on earth as It is in 

Heaven’.” 
  

V23 – 11.27.27 - Then I continued my Acts in the Divine Fiat, and I offered Everything in order 

to Obtain Its Kingdom upon earth.  I Wanted to Invest the Whole Creation, Animate all Created 

things with my voice, so that all of them might say, together with me:  “Fiat Voluntas Tua on 

earth as It is in Heaven.  Hurry, hurry – let Your Kingdom Come.”  But while doing this, I 

thought to myself:  ‘How can this Kingdom So Holy Come Upon earth?  In creatures there is no 

change; no one Occupies himself with It; sin and passions abound.  How, then, can this Kingdom 

ever Come Upon earth?’  And Jesus, Moving in my interior, told me:  “My daughter, that which 

is Most Necessary in order to Obtain a Good So Great, that is the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat, 

is to Move God to decide to Give My Divine Will Reigning in the midst of creatures.  When God 

Moves and Decides, He Overcomes and Conquers Everything, even evils themselves.  The other 

Necessary thing is that the creature who Seeks It and Prays God to Give Such a Great Good, Must 

Possess within herself the Life of the Kingdom that she asks for the other creatures.  One who 

Possesses It Knows the Importance of It, and shall not spare Sacrifices in order to Impetrate for 

others the Good that she Possesses.” 

 “…There is Great difference, My daughter, between one who asks and Possesses, and one 

who asks and does not Possess the Divine Life.  The First one asks by Right; the Second does it 

as alms, and one who asks as alms is Given money, lira, at the Most, but not Entire Kingdom.  

On the other hand, one who asks by Right, Possesses, she is already the Owner, the Queen, and 

one who is Queen can be Given the Kingdom; and because she is Queen, she has her Divine 

Empire before God to be able to Impetrate the Kingdom for creatures.  So it shall happen for the 

Kingdom of My Will.  Therefore, I So Much recommend to you:  Be Attentive, let It Form the 

Fullness of Its Life in you; in this Way, you shall be able to Move God, and when God Moves, 

no one can resist Him.” 
 

V23 – 12.22.27 - After having spent almost an entire night Writing, I was feeling exhausted of 

Strength, and I thought to myself:  ‘How Many Sacrifices – how this Blessed Writing costs me.  

But what shall be the Utility, the Good, the Glory I Give to my Creator?  If with these Sacrifices 

I shall be able to Make Known the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat, So Much the better; but if I do 

not Obtain this, my Sacrifices of Writing shall be useless and empty and without Effects.’   
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“You Must Know that all the Knowledges and Manifestations that I Give you About My 

Will, and that you write on paper, do not depart from you, but remain Centralized in you like 

Rays inside Their Sphere.  And this Sphere is My Very Divine Will Reigning in you, that Delights 

with Great Love in adding Ever New Rays that It makes with Its Knowledges in this Sphere, so 

that creatures may find enough Light to Know It, and Enrapturing Attractions to Love It.  All the 

Rays to Form the Kingdom of the Divine Will shall be Enclosed in this Sphere; and all the Rays, 

starting from within One Single Sphere, shall have One Single Purpose:  to Form My Kingdom.  

However, each Ray shall have a Distinct Office; one Ray shall Enclose the Sanctity of My Divine 

Fiat and shall Bring Sanctity; another, Happiness and Joy, and shall Invest those who want to 

Live in It with Happiness and Joy; another Ray shall Enclose Peace and shall Consolidate all in 

the Peace; another, Strength; another, Light and Heat; and the Children of My Kingdom shall be 

Strong, shall have Light to do Good and to flee from evil, and Ardent Love to Love What they 

Possess.  And so with all the other Rays that shall start from within this Sphere. 

Now, all the Children of My Will shall be Invested by these Rays, they shall Move around 

them; Even More, each Ray shall Feed their souls, and they shall Suckle from them the Life of 

My Fiat.  So, what shall be your Happiness in seeing all the Good, the Happiness, the Sanctity, 

the Peace and Everything else, Descend into the midst of the children of My Kingdom from 

inside your Sphere, by Virtue of these Rays?  And then, the Complete Glory that these creatures 

shall Give to their Creator for having Known the Kingdom of My Will, Ascend Again within 

those very Rays?  There is no Good that shall not Descend through you, by Virtue of the Sphere 

of My Will Placed in you, nor Glory that shall not Ascend again along the Same Way.”   

“So, one who is Chosen Must Possess More than what all others together should Possess.  

Just as all find Light in the sun, in Such a Way that all creatures do not take the whole Expanse 

of its light and the intensity of its heat, so it happened with My Mama:  the Goods that She 

Contains are Such and So Many that, More than sun, She Spreads the Beneficial Effects of Her 

Vital and Vivifying Rays.  And so it shall be for the one who has been Chosen for the Kingdom 

of My Will.  See then, how the Sacrifice of Writing shall be Repaid to you:  First, the Good of 

the Ray of that Knowledge is Fixed in you; and then, you shall see that Good Descend through 

you into the midst of creatures, and, in Return, the Glory of the Good that they shall do, Ascend 

Again within that Same Light.” 
 

V23 – 1.18.28 – “Now, the Celestial Mama Wants, Desires - Awaits the Kingdom of the Divine 

Will upon earth, in which there shall be the souls who, by Living in It, shall Form their Life in 

the Prime Act of God, and shall Acquire the Royalty and the Right of Queens.  All shall see, 

Impressed in them, an Indelible Character that they are the Daughters of the Divine King, and, as 

Daughters, to them is Due the Title and the Right of Queens.  These souls shall have their 

Dwelling in the Divine Royal Palace, therefore they shall Acquire Nobility of Manners, of Works, 

of Steps, of Words; they shall Possess Such Science, that no one shall be able to Equal them; they 

shall be Invested with Such Light, that the Light Itself shall Announce to all that here is a Queen 

who has Lived in the Royal Palace of My Will.  And so, the Sovereign Queen shall no longer be 

alone in Her Royal Throne; She shall have the other Queens who shall Surround Her; Her Beauty 

shall be Reflected in them; Her Glory and Greatness shall find the ones in whom It can Pour 

Itself.  Oh! How Honored and Glorified She shall feel.  Therefore, She Desires those who want 

to Live in the Divine Fiat, in order to Herself Form the Queens in the Prime Act of It, so as to be 
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able to have, in the Celestial Fatherland, the Retinue of the other Queens who shall Surround Her 

and shall Give Her the Honors Due to Her.” 

 “…Now, that which I Manifest on My Divine Will, and that you Write, can be Called ‘the 

Gospel of the Kingdom of the Divine Will’.  In nothing does It oppose either Sacred Scriptures or 

the Gospel that I Announced while being on earth; on the contrary, It can be Called the Support 

of One and of the Other.  And this is why I allow and I Call Priests to come – to read the Gospel, 

All of Heaven, of the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat, so as to say, as I said to the Apostles:  ‘Preach 

It throughout the whole world.’  In fact, in My Works I make use of the Priesthood; and just as I 

had the Priesthood before My Coming in order to Prepare the people, and the Priesthood of My 

Church in order to Confirm My Coming and Everything I Did and Said, so shall I have the 

Priesthood of the Kingdom of My Will.  Here is the Utility of the Many things I have Manifested 

to you, the Many Surprising Truths, the Promises of the So Many Goods that I Must Give to the 

Children of the Fiat Voluntas Tua:  they shall be the Gospel, the Basis, the Inexhaustible Fount 

from which all shall Draw the Celestial Life, the terrestrial Happiness and the Restoration of their 

Creation.  Oh! How Happy they shall feel – those who, with Yearning, shall Drink in Large Gulps 

from these Founts of My Knowledges; because they Contain the Virtue of Bringing the Life of 

Heaven, and of banishing any unhappiness.” 

Then, in hearing this, I was thinking to myself about the big issue concerning the Writings 

on the Divine Will, that are in Messina, brought there by the Blessed memory of Venerable Father 

Di Francia:  how myself and my other Superiors Absolutely want them here, while the Superiors 

in Messina, rigorously recommended by the Venerable Father before dying, want to keep them 

over there, for Their Publication when God Pleases.   

“My daughter, …I Enjoy in seeing the interest that Priests take in these Writings that shall 

Form the Kingdom of My Will.  This Means that they Appreciate the Great Good of them, and 

each one would want to keep Such a Great Treasure with himself, to be the First to Communicate 

It to others.  And while the issue of who is going to Win lasts, one approaches the other in order 

to consult one another on what to do.  And I Enjoy that More of My Ministers get to Know that 

there is this Treasure So Great, of Making Known the Kingdom of My Divine Will; and I use 

this to Form the First Priests of My Coming Kingdom of My Fiat.  My daughter, it is a Great 

Necessity to Form the First Priests; they shall Serve Me like the Apostles Served Me to Form My 

Church; and the ones who shall Occupy themselves with these Writings in order to Publish Them, 

putting Them out to Print Them - to make Them Known, shall be the New Evangelists of the 

Kingdom of My Supreme Will.  And just as the ones who are Most Mentioned in My Gospel are 

the Four Evangelists who wrote It, to their Highest Honor and My Glory, so it shall be for those 

who shall Occupy themselves with Writing the Knowledges on My Will in order to Publish Them.  

like New Evangelists, there shall be Greater Mention of them in the Kingdom of My Will, to 

their Highest Honor and My Great Glory in seeing the order of the creature, the Life of Heaven 

on earth - the only Purpose of Creation - Return into My Bosom.  Therefore, in these 

circumstances I Expand the Circle, and, like a Fisherman, I Catch those who Must Serve Me for 

a Kingdom So Holy.” 
 

V23 – 1.27.28 - “My daughter, You Must Know that in the Redemption was Enclosed the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will, and there was no Act that I Did that did not Enclose both One and 

the Other; with this difference alone:  that What Pertained to the Redemption I Manifested 
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outside, I made Known and I Gave as Gift, because it was to Serve as Preparation for the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will; while What Pertained to the Kingdom of My Fiat I withheld within 

Myself, as though Suspended in My Divine Will Itself. 

Now, You Must Know that when Our Divinity decides to Issue an Act outside of Itself, to 

do a Work, a Good, First We Choose the creature in whom to Deposit Our Work, because We do 

not want that what We do remain in the empty space and without Effect, and that no creature 

should be the Depository of Our Goods.  Therefore, We Call at least one of them, so that, if the 

other creatures, ungrateful, do not want to Receive Our Goods, Our Works are Deposited in this 

one at least; and when We are Sure of this, then do We Operate.  So, in the Redemption, the 

Depository of all My Acts was My Inseparable Mama.  It can be said that, as I was about to 

Breathe, to Cry, to Pray, to Suffer, and Everything else I Did, First I Called Her to Receive My 

Breaths, My Tears, My Suffering, etc., in order to Deposit Them in Her, and then I Breathed, 

Cried and Prayed.  It would be unbearable to Me, and a Sorrow that would Surpass any other 

Sorrow, if I did not have My Mama in Whom I could Deposit My Acts.  Now, since all the Acts 

of the Kingdom of My Divine Will are Enclosed in those of Redemption, even from that time I 

Called you; and as I Deposited in the Sovereign Queen of Heaven Everything that regarded the 

Kingdom of Redemption, so did I Deposit in you What regarded the Kingdom of the Supreme 

Fiat. 

This is why I Want you to Follow Me, Step by Step; and if, a little Child, I Cry, I Want you 

near Me in order to Give you the Gift of My Tears, with which I Impetrated for you the Great 

Gift of My Divine Kingdom.  If I Speak, I Want you near Me to Give you the Gift of the Word 

of My Will; if I Walk, to Give you the Gift of Its Steps; if I Work, to Endow you with Its Works; 

if I Pray, to Give you the Gift of My Prayer, in order to Impetrate Its Kingdom for the human 

family; if I make Miracles, to Give you the Gift of the Great Miracle of My Will.  And so, if I 

Give Sight to the blind, I remove from you the blindness of your human will to Give you the Sight 

of My Will; if I Give Hearing to the deaf, I Give you the Gift of Acquiring the Hearing of My 

Will; if I Give Speech to the mute, I loosen you from your muteness in My Will; if I Straighten 

Up the lame, I Straighten you Up in My Will; if I Calm the storm with My Empire, I Command 

the storm of your human will to no longer dare to agitate the Pacific Sea of Mine.  In sum, there 

is nothing I Do and Suffer that I do not Give you as Gift, in order to Deposit in you the Kingdom 

of My Will, So Loved by Me, and Formed within Myself. 

It would have been for Me the Greatest of My Sorrows, while Forming with So Much Love 

the Kingdom of My Divine Will within Me, in My Humanity – the Primary Purpose for My 

Coming upon earth – and Forming this Kingdom of Mine in order to Restore It in creatures, if I 

were not to be sure, as I was for the Redemption, that at least one creature would Receive the 

Restoration of the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat.  And so I looked at the Centuries as One Single 

Point, and I found you, the Chosen one, and even from that time I Directed and Deposited My 

Acts in you, in order to Dispose My Kingdom.  And just as for the Kingdom of Redemption I 

spared nothing – neither toils, nor Pains, nor Prayers, nor Graces, and not even death – so as to 

be able to Give to all Sufficient and Abundant Graces and Means so that all might be Saved and 

Sanctified, even though I Placed and Secured Everything in the Celestial Queen – the Same for 

the Kingdom of My Will:  even though I Secure Everything in you, I AM Giving So Much, I 

AM sparing nothing - neither Teachings, nor Light, nor Graces, nor Attractions, nor Promises – 

in Such a Way that, if all want to Receive the Great Good of My Will to let It Reign within 
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themselves, all shall find Superabundant Means and Helps in order to Live a Good So Great.  

Therefore, your Coming on earth in time was awaited by Me with Such Love, with Such 

Yearning, that you cannot even imagine; because I Wanted to Deposit the Many Suspended Acts 

Done by My Humanity in order to Form the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat.  If you Knew what a 

Suspended Act Done by your Jesus Means – Oh! How you would hasten to Receive all the 

Deposit of My Acts so as to Give Life to these Suspended Acts, because they Contain as Many 

Divine Lives; and you would hasten to make them Known to the other creatures.” 
 

V23 – 1.29.28 – “These Writings on My Supreme Fiat, by the Strength of Its Light, shall Eclipse 

the human will; they shall be Balm to the human wounds, they shall be Opium to all that is earth; 

passions shall feel themselves die, and from their death shall Rise Again the Life of Heaven in 

the midst of creatures.  They shall be the True Celestial Army that, while Laying Siege to the 

human will and to all the evils Produced by it, shall make Peace, the lost Happiness, the Life of 

My Will, Rise Again in the midst of creatures.  The Siege that they shall Lay shall cause no harm 

to anyone, because My Will is to Lay Siege to the human will so that it may no longer tyrannize 

the poor creatures, but may leave them Free in the Kingdom of My Will.  This is why I have 

Insisted, and I Insist So Much in Making you Write, I have kept you on the Cross, I have 

Sacrificed you - it was Necessary; it was about the Most Important thing, it was the Echo of 

Heaven, the Life of up there that I Want to Form upon earth.  And this is the Reason for My 

Continuous refrain:  ‘Be Attentive, omit nothing, and may your Flight in My Will be Continuous.” 

After this, I was continuing my Round in the Divine Fiat, and I accompanied the Sighs, the 

Tears, the Steps of Jesus, and all the rest Done and Suffered by Him, saying to Him:  ‘My Love, 

Jesus, I Place the Army of all Your Acts Around You; and Investing Your Words, Your 

Heartbeats, Your Steps, Your Pains and all Your Acts with My ‘I Love You’, I ask You for the 

Kingdom of Your Will.  Hear, O Jesus - if You do not listen to me by Means of the Army of 

Your Acts, that Pray You, that Press You, what else could I do to Move You to Grant me a 

Kingdom So Holy?’  But while I was saying this, I thought to myself:  ‘Did my Sweet Jesus have 

His Desires while He was on this earth, or did He not have them at all?’  And He, Moving in my 

interior, told me:  “My daughter, as God, no Desire existed in Me, because Desire Arises in one 

who does not Possess Everything; but in one who Possesses Everything and lacks nothing, Desire 

has no Reason to exist.  However, as man, I had My Desires, because My Heart associated Itself 

with the other creatures in Everything; and Making the Desires of all My Own, I Desired for all, 

with all Ardor, to Give the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat to all creatures.  So, if I Sighed, I Sighed 

for the Kingdom of My Will; if I Prayed, Cried and Desired, it was only for My Kingdom, that 

I Wanted in the midst of creatures, because, since It was the Holiest Thing, My Humanity could 

not do without Wanting and Desiring the Most Holiest Thing, so as to Sanctify the Desires of all, 

and Give them what was Holy and of Greatest and Most Perfect Good for them.  Therefore, 

Everything you do is nothing other than My Echo that, Resounding in you, makes you ask, in 

each one of My Acts, for the Kingdom of My Will.  This is why I make Present to you Each Act 

of Mine, each Pain I Suffer, each Tear I shed, each Step I take – because I Love that, Investing 

them, you repeat after each one of My Acts:  ‘Jesus, I Love You, and because I Love You, Give 

me the Kingdom of your Divine Will.’  I Want you to Call Me in Everything I do, to make 

Resound for Me the Sweet Memory of My Acts Saying:  ‘Fiat Voluntas Tua on earth as It is in 

Heaven’; in Such a Way that, in seeing your littleness - the little daughter of My Will Echoing all 
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My Acts and Placing Them around Me like an Army, I may Hasten to Grant the Kingdom of My 

Will.” 
 

V23 – 2.5.28 - So, while I was thinking About the Kingdom of the Divine Will, and Its Reigning 

upon earth seemed as though difficult to me, my Beloved Jesus, Coming out from within my 

interior, told me:  “My daughter, as Adam sinned, God made him the Promise of the future 

Redeemer.  Centuries passed, but the Promise did not fail, and the Generations had the Good of 

Redemption.  Now, as I came from Heaven and Formed the Kingdom of Redemption, before 

departing for Heaven, I made another Promise, More Solemn, of the Kingdom of My Will; and 

this was in the ‘Our Father’.  And so as to Give it More Value, and to Obtain It More quickly, I 

made this formal Promise in the Solemnity of My Prayer, Praying the Father to let His Kingdom 

Come, that is the Divine Will on earth as It is in Heaven.  I Placed My very Self at the Head of 

this Prayer, Knowing that Such was His Will, and that, Prayed by Me, He would deny Me nothing; 

More So, since I Prayed with His Very Will, and I asked for something that was wanted by My 

Father Himself.  And after I had Formed this Prayer before My Celestial Father, Certain that the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will upon earth would be Granted to Me, I taught it to My Apostles, that 

they might teach it to the whole world, so that one might be the cry of all:  ‘Your Shall be Done, 

on earth as It is in Heaven.’  A Promise More sure and Solemn I could not make.  Centuries are 

like One Single Point for Us, but Our Words are Accomplished Acts and Facts.  My Very Praying 

to the Celestial Father:  ‘Let It Come – let Your Kingdom Come; Your Shall be Done on earth 

as It is in Heaven’, meant that with My Coming upon earth the Kingdom of My Will was not 

Established in the midst of creatures; otherwise I would have said:  ‘My Father, let Our Kingdom, 

that I have already Established on earth, be Confirmed, and let Our Will Dominate and Reign.’  

Instead, I said:  ‘Let It come.’  This meant that It Must Come, and creatures Must await It with 

that Certainty with which they awaited the future Redeemer, because there is My Divine Will, 

Bound and Committed, in those words of the ‘Our Father’; and when It Binds Itself, whatever It 

Promises is More than Certain.  More So, since Everything was Prepared by Me; nothing else 

was Needed but the Manifestation of My Kingdom - and this I AM doing.  Do you think that My 

Giving you So Many Truths About My Fiat is only to Give you Simple news?  No, no; it is 

because I Want everyone to Know that Its Kingdom is near, and to Know Its Beautiful 

Prerogatives, so that all may Love – may Yearn to Enter, to Live in a Kingdom So Holy, Full of 

Happiness and of all Goods.  Therefore, that which seems difficult to you is easy for the Power 

of Our Fiat, because It Knows how to remove all difficulties, and to Conquer Everything - the 

way It wants, and when It wants.” 

V23 – 2.9.28 - Jesus, my Love, I Want to Follow, step by step, the Steps of my Celestial Mama; 

and as She walks, I Want to Animate the blades of grass, the atoms of the earth, and make You 

feel my ‘I Love You’ under Her Soles.  I Want to Animate all the Light of the sun, and, as it shines 

on your face, I Want it to Bring You my ‘I Love You’; all the waves of the wind, its Caresses – 

let all say to You:  ‘I Love You’.  I am the one who, in your Fiat, Brings You the warmth of the 

sun to warm You, the waves of the wind to Caress You, its whistling to Speak to You and say:  

‘Dear little One, let everyone Know your Divine Will; let It Come Out from within your little 

Humanity, that It may take Its Dominion and Form Its Kingdom in the midst of creatures.” 

But while my mind was wandering after Jesus – and I would be too long if I Wanted to say 

Everything – my Highest and only Good, Jesus, moved in my interior, and all Goodness told me:  
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“My daughter, My Mama and I were like Two Twins Born of the Same Labor, because We had 

but One Will that gave Us Life.  The Divine Fiat Placed all Our Acts in Common, in Such a Way 

that the Son was Reflected in Her, and the Mama was Reflected in the Son.  So, the Kingdom of 

the Divine Will had Its Full Force, Its Perfect Dominion within Us; and as We were fleeing to 

Egypt, We Carried the Divine Volition as though strolling throughout those regions, and We felt 

Its Great Sorrow for It was not Reigning in creatures; and, looking at the Centuries, We felt the 

Great Joy of Its Kingdom that It was to Form in their midst.  And, oh! how pleasing to Us did 

your repeated refrains in the wind, in the sun, in the water, under Our Steps, reach Us upon the 

Wings of Our Fiat:  ‘I Love You, I Love You - let Your Kingdom Come.’  It was Our Echo that 

We could hear in you, as We wanted nothing but the Divine Will to Reign and be the Conqueror 

of all.  Therefore, even from that time We Loved Our tiny little one, who asked for and wanted 

but what We Ourselves wanted.” 

 “…And just as I did Everything, Suffered Everything and Consumed Everything in order 

to Form all Possible and Imaginable Remedies for all the Redeemed ones, so as to then Dispose 

them to Receive the Great Good of My Will Reigning in their midst – so you, in order to Prepare 

My Kingdom for creatures, Must Enclose all that is Holy and Good, and by dint of Pains you 

Must Consume all evils, to make the Life of My Divine Shall be Born Again in the midst of 

creatures.  You Must be My Echo, in whom I Must Form the Deposit from which the Kingdom 

of My Fiat Must Arise.  Follow Me Step by Step, and you shall feel the Life, the Heartbeat, the 

Happiness of this Kingdom that I Contain within Me, and that wants to Come Out in order to 

Reign in the midst of creatures.  And My Love for It is So Great, that if I allowed the infernal 

enemy to Penetrate into Eden, I shall not allow him to set foot in the Eden of the Kingdom of the 

Fiat.  And this is why I permitted that he Draw near Me in the desert – to debilitate him and put 

an end to his steps, and to close the way for him, that he might not dare to Enter.” 
 

V23 – 3.11.28 - I was thinking about what was the difference that passed between the Holy Virgin 

and my Lovable Jesus, since in both of them the Divine Volition had Its Life, Its Full Dominion, 

Its Kingdom; and my Sweet Jesus, Moving in my interior, told me:  “My daughter, between 

Myself and the Celestial Queen, one was the Will that Animated Us, one the Life; however, 

between She and I passed this difference:  between a house that is such that the sun enters into it 

from all sides - in a way that the Light Invests it, Dominates it, and there is not one part of this 

house in which the Light does not act as queen, and therefore it is prey to the Light, Receives 

Always Light, and grows under the influence of the Light - and another house that Possesses the 

sphere of the sun within itself, therefore it does not Receive the Source of the Light from outside, 

but Possesses it inside.  Is there not difference between one and the other?  Now, this is the 

difference that passes between Me and My Mama.  She is the House Invested by the Light, She 

gave Herself Prey to It, and the Sun of My Will kept Giving to Her Always, Always; It Nourished 

Her with Light, and She grew within the Endless Rays of the Eternal Sun of My Fiat.  On the 

other hand, My Humanity Possessed within Itself the Sphere of the Divine Sun, Its Source that 

Always Arises without ever decreasing; and the Sovereign Queen Drew from Me the Light that 

gave Her Life and the Glory of Queen of Light, because one who Possesses a Good can be Called 

Queen of that Good.” 

After this, I was Following My Divine Fiat, doing my Round in It; and as I arrived at the 

home of Nazareth in which My Lovable Jesus had Conducted His Hidden Life, in order to Follow 
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His acts, I was saying to Him:  ‘My Love, there is no Act You do in which my ‘I Love You’ does 

not Follow You, to ask You, by Means of Your Acts, for the Kingdom of Your Will.  My ‘I Love 

You’ Follows You everywhere – in the Steps You Take, in the Words You Speak, in the wood 

You hammer; and while You hammer the wood, You hammer the human will, that it may be 

undone, and your Divine Will may Rise Again in the midst of creatures.  My ‘I Love You’ Flows 

in the Water You Drink, in the Food You Take, in the air You Breathe, in the Rivers of Love that 

pass between You and Your Mama and Saint Joseph, in the Prayers You do, in Your Ardent 

Heartbeat, in the Sleep You Take.  Oh! how I wish to be near You, to whisper to Your Ear:  “I 

Love You, I Love You…. O please! let Your Kingdom Come”.’ 

Now, while I would have wanted my ‘I Love You’ to Form a circle around all the Acts of 

Jesus, He Moved in my interior and told me:  “My daughter, all of My Hidden Life, and Such a 

long one, was nothing other than the Recall of the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon earth.  I 

Wanted to Redo within Myself all the acts that creatures were to do in It, to then Hold them out 

to them; and I Wanted to do this Together with My Mama, I Wanted Her Always together with 

Me in My Hidden Life, in order to Form this Kingdom.  Two people had destroyed this Kingdom 

of My Divine Fiat, Adam and Eve; and Two More, Myself and the Height of the Sovereign Queen, 

were to Redo It.  So, First I took care of the Kingdom of My Divine Will, because the human 

will had been the first to offend Mine by withdrawing from It; all other offenses came in the 

second degree, as the consequence of the first act.  It is the human will that is the Life or the death 

of the creature, her Happiness or her tyranny and misfortune into which she hurls herself; her 

Good angel that leads her to Heaven, or the one who, Transforming into a demon, hurls her into 

hell.  All evil is in the will, as well as all Good, because the will is like the Fount of Life Placed 

in the creature, that can Spring Joys, Happiness, Sanctity, Peace, Virtue, or spurts from itself little 

fountains of troubles, of miseries, of sins, of wars, that destroy all Goods. 

Therefore, First I took care of the Kingdom of My Will in this Hidden Life, for as long as 

Thirty years; and then, with My short Public Life, just three years, I took care of Redemption.  

And while in Forming the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat, I had the Celestial Mama Always near 

Me, in My Public Life I did without Her Presence, at least corporally, because for the Kingdom 

of My Fiat I Constituted Myself King, and the Virgin, Queen, in order to be, I First, and then She, 

the Foundation of the Kingdom that had been destroyed by the human will.  See, then, how the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will, by Necessity, by Reason, and as a result, was Formed with My 

Coming upon earth in the First order; nor could I have Formed the Redemption had I not satisfied 

My Celestial Father for the First offensive act that the creature had done against Him.  Therefore, 

the Kingdom of My Will is Formed, there is nothing left but to Make It Known.” 
 

V24 – 4.16.28 - I was thinking About the Holy Divine Volition, and a thousand thoughts 

wandered through my head, especially:  how can Its Kingdom Come?  How will creatures be 

able to Receive a Good So Great, and Rise So High as to Enter into that Fiat from which Creation 

Came out?   

 “My daughter, …Everything is in exposing oneself to the Sun of My Will and to the 

burning and Refulgent Rays of Its Knowledges, letting oneself be Invested by them, Caressed by 

Its Light, warmed by Its heat, Carried by the Empire of Its wind, so that the Kingdom of My Will 

may Come Upon earth.” 
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 “…When Adam sinned, corrupting the seed of his will, if My Will had not withdrawn from 

him, Its Light and Heat could have Restored him immediately; but Justice demanded that he feel 

the Effects of his corrupted seed, and therefore, as My Will withdrew, he felt no More Light or 

Heat in his soul so as to be able to be Restored, to Maintain the seed of his will incorrupt.  Isn’t 

this perhaps the Kingdom of My Will – Its Yearning to Return Once again into the midst of 

creatures and, More than sun, remove the corruption from their seeds, to be able to Reign and 

Dominate in the midst of the human Family?” 

 “…Now, as the soul keeps Calling My Will as the Beginning of all of her being, she shall 

feel Its Divine Echo.  This Echo shall Call her back to her Beginning, and Resounding in her, it 

shall Reorder her Anew; and just as Our Echo retreated from man because he withdrew from Our 

Divine Will, in the Same Way, as creatures recognize It, Love It and want nothing but Our Divine 

Fiat, the Echo of Our Will shall Return into the midst of creatures.  The Kingdom of Our Fiat is 

Precisely this:  the Return of Our Divine Echo – not the far away Echo that has often Resounded 

to the hearing of man from the time he withdrew from Our Will; but the Continuous Echo that 

shall Resound in the depth of souls, and Transforming them, It shall Form Divine Life in them, 

Giving back to them the Order of the Way in which man had been Created.” 
 

V24 – 5.20.28 - I thought to myself:  ‘Is it really True that it is Will of God for me to go there?  

And the members of this House – shall they be the True little Daughters of the Divine Will?  Shall 

they be the Beginning of the Rising of the Divine Era of the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat upon 

earth?’  But while I was thinking of this and other things, my Sweet Jesus Moved in my interior 

and told me:  “My daughter, each Saying, Work and Sacrifice that is done in My Will is to Obtain 

Its Divine Kingdom.  They are Many Messengers Sent to the Celestial Fatherland, that Carry the 

Divine Circular and make It Circulate through all the Saints, the Angels, the Sovereign Queen 

and the Creator Himself, Giving to each one the Task to Prepare the different things that are 

Needed for a Kingdom So Holy, so that Everything may be done with Decorum, with Decency 

and with Divine Nobility.  So, all the Inhabitants of the Divine Fatherland, with this Celestial 

circular in their hands, all get down to the work of Fulfilling their Task, of Preparing each thing 

assigned to them. 

So, the Circular from earth Echoes the Celestial Circular, and Heaven and earth move, 

Occupying themselves with the One Purpose of the Kingdom of My Divine Will – the earth, with 

all that is Needed in the natural order; the Celestial Court, with all that pertains to the Supernatural 

Order.  It seems that Heaven and earth Hold Hands and Compete with each other, to see who 

hastens More to Prepare a Kingdom So Holy.  If you knew what Value One Act Done in My 

Will Contains; How It can Move Heaven and earth; How It can Open Its Way Everywhere….  It 

Places Itself in Communication with everyone, and Obtains Everything that was not Obtained 

through all acts together, and for So Many Centuries.  These Acts are, not one sun, but as Many 

Suns for as Many Acts as are Performed, that Form the Refulgent and Radiant Day of the 

Kingdom of My Will upon earth.  The Acts Done in It are Spurs to the Supreme Being; they are 

Magnets that Attract It; they are Sweet Chains that Bind It; they are raptures in which the creature 

has the Power to Form the Ecstasy of her Creator Who, Enraptured as though in a Sweet Sleep 

by the Ecstasy Formed by His Beloved creature, Concedes that which He Wanted to Give from 

Many Centuries, but He had not found the one who, Making Him Ecstatic with His Very Divine 

Power, would be the Capturer of the Kingdom of His Divine Will.  As the creature Moves in My 
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Fiat and Forms her Act, God feels Enraptured; and in His Sweet Drowsiness, He feels Disarmed 

and Conquered, and the creature Becomes the Winner over her Creator.” 

 “…You Must Know that Everything has been determined by the Supreme Being – Prayers, 

Acts, Pains, Sighs, that the creature Must do in order to Obtain that which We Ourselves want to 

Give her, and that she longs to Receive.  So, if these acts are not performed, the Longed for Sun 

does not Rise from Us in the midst of the long night of the human will, to Form the day of the 

Kingdom of the Divine Fiat.  This is why Many times it happens that Many acts and Prayers are 

done, and nothing is Obtained; but then, because of one More little sigh and Prayer, one Obtains 

what he So Much Longed for.  Was it perhaps the last act to Obtain the deed of Grace?  Ah, no!  

It was the Continuation of all the acts and Prayers; and if it appears that it is Obtained through 

that last act, it is because that one was Needed to Complete the number Established by Us. 

So, if you want to Receive the Kingdom of the Divine Will, do not stop; otherwise, since the 

Long Chain of Acts that Reaches up the Throne of God would be missing, you shall not Obtain 

what you want, and What We Want to Give.  The Acts are like the hours that Form the day or the 

night:  each hour has its Place; some hours Form the evening, others the deep night, others the 

dawn, others the rising of the sun, others the Full Dry.  And if it is the midnight hour, in vain 

would one expect to see the sun rise.  It is Necessary that at least the dawn come to court the 

nearing day, in order to see the majesty of the sun that dispels the darkness with its empire of 

light, and putting an end to the night, pearls all Nature and makes it Rise Again in its Light and 

in its heat, molding Everything with its Beneficial Effects.  Now, is it perhaps the dawn that has 

all the Honor for Making the sun rise?  Ah, no!  The dawn has been the last hour, but if the other 

hours had not preceded it, the dawn could never have said:  ‘I am she who Calls for the day’.  

Such are the Acts, the Prayers to Obtain the Rising of the Day of the Kingdom of My Divine 

Will.  They are like Many Hours, and Each One has Its Place of Honor; and they Hold Hands 

among Themselves in Calling the Refulgent Sun of My Divine Will.  The Final Act can be like 

the Dawn; and if it is not performed, the Dawn shall be missing, and it is useless to Hope for Its 

Day of Light to Arise soon upon the earth, that, Molding and Warming Everything, More than 

sun, shall make Its Beneficial Effects and Its Divine Regime felt - a Regime of Light, of Love 

and of Sanctity.” 
 

V24 – 5.30.28 - “My daughter, there is no Homage More Beautiful and Worthy of Our Adorable 

Majesty than offering to Us Our Own Works.  As you Go Around in the Creation, you gather Our 

Divine Army to send it to Us as Our Glory and as the Fierce Army that asks with Insistence and 

Violence for the Kingdom of the Divine Will.  Therefore, as you Go Around, you Place the 

Divine Fiat, as Noble and Divine Flag, in front of each Created thing, and with their tacit speaking 

they ask with Divine Strength for the Kingdom of My Will upon earth.  Oh! how Beautiful it is 

to see the Whole Creation Bannered all over with the Divine Fiat.  From the smallest to the 

Greatest thing, they all Possess the Flag of the Fiat Placed by My little daughter.  They really look 

like a Formidable Army; and Waving their Noble Flag with Authority, they ask with repeated 

petitions for what they Possess – that is, the Kingdom of My Will upon earth.” 

Then, I Continued on with my Round, and I kept placing My Divine Fiat, not only in all 

Creation, but also in all the Acts done by Adam in his State of Innocence, in all those Done by 

the Virgin Queen, as well as in those Done by Our Lord, sending them like an Ordered Army 

Around the Divinity, to ask for Its Kingdom.  And Jesus added:  “My daughter, Heaven and earth 
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are Praying.  All of My Acts, those of the Sovereign Queen as well as those of Innocent Adam, 

that were all Invested by My Divine Fiat – they all have One Voice that, Resounding among them 

as a Most Sweet and Strong Echo, asks:  ‘Your Kingdom Come.’  My daughter, in Creating man, 

I Acted like a Most Rich Father who, having had his child born to the Light, would want to Amuse 

himself with his little one by Giving him all his Riches; and he says to him continuously:  ‘Son, 

take whatever you want and As Much As you can.’  The little one fills his pockets and his little 

hands, but So Much that, as he is unable to Contain them, they Flow down to the ground; and the 

father, inciting him, says to him:  ‘Is this all you have taken?  Come, take some More – take 

Everything.’  The child sees himself hampered; bravely he returns to take, but his small capacity 

can take nothing else, and the father Smiles and Amuses himself with his little one.  So I did with 

man:  I gave him all My Riches as Gift, and he, like a little child, was incapable of taking them 

all; and Playing with him, I would say to him:  ‘Take – take, My son.  Take Much – take 

Everything if you can; the More you take, the More I shall Enjoy and Make Feast.’ 

Am I not doing this with you, to the Point of wanting to Give you the Kingdom of My 

Divine Will?  This is why I make you Go Around in the Whole Creation, in the Works of My 

Redemption, nor do I deprive you of the Dominions of the Sovereign Queen of Heaven.  And 

while you Go Around through Our Works and Dominions, I keep Whispering to your ear:  ‘Take 

whatever you want, My little daughter.’  And to Give you the Right to it, I have you Mark all of 

Our Works and Our Dominions with your ‘I Love You’; and in this ‘I Love You’ of yours that 

repeats its refrain, ‘Give me Your Divine Fiat’, it seems that ‘Fiat’ and ‘I Love You’ are Braided 

together.  And I, Knowing that what you want and ask for is the Greatest thing, and a Divine 

Kingdom in which, not only you, but all those who shall be in this Kingdom, may all be Kings 

and Queens…. If you knew what you are asking Me for!  Heaven and earth are Astonished, and 

all are watching the braveness of your request and My Goodness, all Paternal, that Longs for you 

and Smiles at you with Totally Excessive Love, to Give you More Confidence in asking for It 

with More Braveness.  In fact, My daughter, since it is So Great a Kingdom that I Must Give, I 

Want an entire people to ask Me for It, and the First people is the Whole Creation; and by Going 

Around in the midst of It, you Move all to ask for the Coming of the Kingdom of My Divine 

Will upon earth.  The Second people are all My Works and those of My Celestial Mama that were 

Done on earth.  These peoples are Divine and Interminable Peoples.  Then there is the people of 

the low earth, that is Formed of those who recite the ‘Our Father’, and of the few who, in some 

way, Know My Divine Will and ask that It come to Reign upon earth.  And when entire peoples 

Pray Me, having at the Head of them the one to whom a Mission So Great has been Entrusted, 

that which We want to Give, and that We are asked for with Insistence, is Conceded More easily.  

Does the Same not happen in the low world?  If a king or the leader of a country must be elected, 

there are those who Incite the people to cry out:  ‘We want Such and Such as king, or Such and 

Such as the leader of Our country.’  If some want a war, they make the people cry out:  ‘We want 

the war.’  There is not one important thing that is done in a Kingdom, for which some do not 

resort to the people, to make it cry out and even tumult, so as to give themselves a reason and say:  

‘It is the people that wants it.’  And Many times, while the people says it wants something, it does 

not Know what it wants, nor the Good or sad consequences that shall come.  If they do this in the 

low world, Much More do I, when I Must Give Important things, Universal Goods, want entire 

peoples to ask Me for them.  And you Must Form these peoples – First, by Making all the 
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Knowledges About My Divine Fiat Known; Second, by Going Around Everywhere, Moving 

Heaven and earth to ask for the Kingdom of My Divine Will.” 
 

V24 – 7.4.28 - Continuing my Round in the Divine Fiat, I was thinking to myself:  ‘What is the 

Utility of these Continuous Repetitions of asking over and over again for the Kingdom of the 

Divine Will, and the Repetition of Going Around in It in order to Commit It to Grant Its 

Kingdom, that It may Come to Dominate in the midst of creatures?’  At that moment, my Beloved 

Jesus moved in my interior and told me:  “My daughter, when one wants to make a Purchase, one 

pays advances, and the More advances are Given, the More the Purchase is secured, and the less 

remains to be paid when one comes to the final acts of the definitive Purchase.  Now, since you 

want the Kingdom of My Will, it is Necessary for you to Give Advances, and every time you Go 

Around in It, asking for Its Kingdom over and over again, and emitting your acts on behalf of all 

for the Same Purpose, you add as Many More Advances to Secure your Purchase of the Kingdom 

of My Divine Fiat.  And since it is the Purchase of It that you want to make, it is Necessary that 

your Acts be Done in It, that they Acquire the Value of the Currency Coined by My Divine Will.  

Otherwise, it would not be a Valid Currency, and that could Circulate for the Purchase of It – it 

would be a currency from outside the Kingdom.  In fact, one who wants to Purchase Divine Will 

Must Give Acts of Advance Done in It, and My Will Benignly Deigns to Coin them with the 

Value of Its Fiat, in Such a Way that the soul can Give the Necessary Advances for the Purchase 

of It. 

This is the Utility of your little Rounds in My Fiat.  The Acts that you emit in It, your 

asking, over and over again, for the Coming of Its Kingdom, are all Necessary things, that are 

Needed for the Great Purchase of It.  Did I not do the Same for Redemption?  I had to Pay the 

Advance of My Acts before My Celestial Father, and I had to Pay for all in order to Obtain the 

Kingdom of Redemption; and when I made the Whole Payment, then was it Signed by the 

Divinity that the Kingdom was Mine.  Therefore, continue placing your Advances, if you want 

to have it Signed that the Kingdom of My Fiat is yours.” 

After this, I was saying to my Jesus:  “In Your Will I take the Whole Creation in my arms 

– the heavens, the sun, the stars and Everything – to Bring them before the Supreme Majesty as 

the Most Beautiful Adoration and Prayer to ask It for the Kingdom of the Fiat.’   
 

Fiat! 


